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Federal Budget: $20b Fund, R&D Tax Credit
IIF, NHMRC, ARC, CRC
Response: Biotech Daily: ‘What Is There Not To Like?’
WEHI’s Prof Doug Hilton: ‘Fund Is A Game-Changer’
Bernard O’Shea: ‘Mind The Commercialization Gap’
Bio-Melbourne: ‘Fund Offers Nothing For Local Biotechs’
Avcal Questions Commercialization
CRC Concerns
Medicines Australia Welcomes Fund, Co-Payments
FEDERAL BUDGET
The Federal Budget creates a $20 billion medical research fund, reduces the R&D Tax
Incentive, axes the Innovation Investment Fund and Commercialisation Australia,
maintains the National Health and Medical Research Council, and reduces funds to both
the Australian Research Council and Cooperative Research Centres.
Delivering his first Budget, last night, Treasurer Joe Hockey said: “We will build the
biggest medical endowment fund in the world in just six years.”
“We are investing all health savings in this Budget into a $20 billion Medical Research
Future Fund,” Mr Hockey said.
“Our medical researchers have led the way, from Howard Florey to Sir Gustav Nossal and
from Fiona Stanley to Ian Frazer,” Mr Hockey said. “Australians have, through research
and innovation, saved millions of lives, not just here but around the world.”

Mr Hockey said the Medical Research Future Fund would be “in addition to existing levels
of funding through the National Health and Medical Research Council”.
He said the Fund would “receive all the savings from the introduction of a $7 Medicare
co-contribution, modest changes to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and other
responsible changes in this Health Budget, until the Fund reaches $20 billion”.
A joint statement by Mr Hockey, Finance Minister Mathias Cormann and Health Minister
Peter Dutton said the Fund would receive $1 billion from uncommitted funds in the Health
and Hospitals Fund with amounts equivalent to the health savings measures reinvested in
the Fund until it reached the target of $20 billion in 2019-’20.
The statement said that net interest earnings on the Fund’s capital would be available for
drawdown the following financial year and the capital preserved in perpetuity.
“The MRFF will be managed by the Future Fund Board of Guardians in accordance with
an investment mandate issued by the Treasurer and the Minister for Finance,” the joint
statement said.
The Ministers said the Fund would provide $276.2 million over three years from July 1,
2015 in net earnings from the Fund “to fund critical medical research in the medium to
long term ... [and] provide a sustained funding stream for medical research, with payments
from the MRFF expected to reach around $1.0 billion per year from 2022-‘23.
Budget papers said that over four years the Government would reducing research funding
for the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation by $111.4 million,
the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation by $27.6 million and the
Australian Institute of Marine Science by $7.8 million.
Budget papers said the Government would provide $200.0 million over five years,
including $40.0 million in 2018-’19, to improve the treatment of dementia.
The two rates of the Research and Development Tax Incentive will be reduced by 1.5
percent from 45 percent to 43.5 percent and from 40 percent to 38.5 percent.
The Budget said that Cooperative Research Centre funding would be cut by $80 million
over the forward estimates and the 17th selection round would not proceed, but
applications from eligible existing CRCs seeking an extension would be considered on
merit by July 3, 2014, as would existing CRCs seeking additional funding.
National Health and Medical Research Council funding increases from $771.2 million in
2013-’14 to $859.0 million in 2014-’15, falls to $798.7m million in 2015-’16 rising again to
$813.0 million in 2016-’17 and $827.7 million in 2017-’18.
Total Australian Research Council funding which was $890.0 million in 2013-’14, drops to
$881.0 million in 2014-’15, $800,249 million in 2015-’16, $764.9 million in 2016-’17 and
$798.4 million in 2017-’18.
The Government said that the Industry Innovation Precincts Programme would close on
December 31, 2014.

Biotech Daily Editorial
The Federal Government will create a $20 billion medical research fund with more than $1
billion in the kitty by January 1, 2015.
As Quentin Tarantino’s Django said: “What is there not to like?”
Biotech Daily has been campaigning for a $2 billion biotech fund for some time and has
held discussions with a range of people on how to construct such a fund and take the
proposal to Government. There have been expressions of interest for the fund from
individuals in the Coalition Government, Labor Opposition and the Australian Greens.
But to be wrong-footed 10-fold by last night’s Budget is ... er ... delightful.
The message sent to both the Australian community and the wider world is that the
Federal Government is as serious about investing in sunrise industries as it is in not
wasting funds on sunset industries.
The size of the Fund stamps medical research as central to this country’s future, but does
not address how to commercialize that research (see further editorials below).
There are three questions that the Budget papers don’t answer. How will the fund grow
from the $1 billion in 2015 to $20 billion by 2020, how will funds be allocated and how will
the discoveries be commercialized?
A joint statement by Treasurer Joe Hockey, Finance Minister Mathias Cormann and
Health Minister Peter Dutton said: “The Medical Research Future Fund will be invested
and managed by the Future Fund Board of Guardians, which has a proven track record in
managing investment portfolios on behalf of the Government and maximizing returns over
the long term”.
Chaired by former Liberal Treasurer Peter Costello, the board has great experience in
finance and investment, but no member appears to have any expertise in medical
research or biotechnology. The board may require rapid renewal if it is to invest the funds
effectively. Dr Brian McNamee, John Brumby and Peter Beattie leap to mind.
The only true negative is the source of the funding. Relying, in part, on a dramatic change
to Australia’s Medicare, widely regarded as one of the best, if not the best, national health
services in the world, means that recipients of Fund grants will be spending money from
co-payments to general practitioners, as well as increased prescription charges. Some
members of our society will be able to afford the new charges easily, but others will not. It
is a shame that such a positive move as this Fund should be tarnished by the inequality
underpinning it.
Never-the-less, Biotech Daily unequivocally welcomes the new Fund, which makes the
original $2 billion commercialization fund idea even more necessary.

David Langsam
Editor

Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research
The director of the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute Prof Doug Hilton says the Medical
Research Future Fund will “secure a healthier future for Australians”.
WEHI said that Prof Hilton initiated the 2011 Discoveries Need Dollars campaign that saw
thousands of Australians rally on the streets in support of medical research and the
government’s investment “aligned with the importance the Australian community placed
on health and medical research”.
“Australian health and medical researchers have made discoveries that have improved the
lives of million of people in Australia and around the world,” Dr Hilton said.
“This investment from the government is game changing,” Dr Hilton said.
“As a sector we take very seriously the responsibility to spend every cent as wisely and
efficiently as we can,” Dr Hilton said.
Dr Hilton said dividends from the fund, expected to be the largest of its type in the world,
would be spent exclusively on medical research with payments starting at $19.9 million in
2015-‘16, rising to $179.3 million in 2017-‘18 and, by 2023-24, the fund is expected to
provide an additional $1 billion a year for medical research, doubling the government’s
investment in medical research within a decade.
Prof Hilton said although there was not yet detail on how the funds would be spent, the
first priority should be ensuring the research granting system was highly efficient.
“We need the processes that exist around the administration of research grants to be
commensurate with a fund of the size forecast for the Medical Research Future Fund,”
Prof Hilton said.
WEHI said that other priorities included supporting the indirect costs of medical research
such as electricity and information technology systems, developing a sustainable career
structure for early and mid-career researchers and supporting research aimed at making
the health system more efficient and productive.
“It is a fabulous time to be a medical researcher,” Prof Hilton said.
“The government has recognized the capacity of Australian researchers to innovate and
deliver benefits for the Australian community,” Prof Hilton said.
“This sends a fabulous signal to young researchers that, from the point of view of health
and medical research, Australia is open for business,” Prof Hilton said.
“If you are bright and smart and want to make a difference, medical research is a career to
consider,” Prof Hilton said.

Norton Rose Fulbright
Law firm Norton Rose Fulbright Melbourne partner Bernard O’Shea welcomes the Fund
but questions the absence of detail on commercialization funding.
Mr O’Shea said the fund would result in a “significant boost to the level of research
funding for the academic sector with an expected consequence of new technologies to be
commercialized”.
“The other side of the ledger will be of great interest to the sector,” Mr O’Shea said. “This
will largely be dictated by the mandate given to the Future Fund as to how the [fund] is to
be invested.”
“It would be a very significant departure from existing investments under the control of the
Future Fund to see these dollars coming back into local entities seeking to commercialize
health-related technologies,” Mr O’Shea said.
Mr O’Shea said that the fund had the potential for both increased NHMRC funding as well
as greater certainty of funding in the short term, but “there must be some concern that this
is regarded as a complete solution to research funding in this sector”.
“This might not be as attractive in the medium to longer term - even if this is premised on
the existing level of NHMRC funding remaining intact, noting that the budget states that
the MRFF monies are in addition to existing funding,” Mr O’Shea said.
“Perhaps the best news for the commercial sector is that the R&D concession appears to
have been left intact, apart from what appear to be minor adjustments to reflect the
reduced company tax rates,” Mr O’Shea said. “This however is counter-balanced by the
cessation of Commercialisation Australia and the Innovation Investment Fund.”
Mr O’Shea said that there was no specific mention in the Budget to address the
commercialization gap for those looking to commercialize emerging research, as well as
nothing to suggest that research which was translated into practice would be rewarded.
“The avowed intent of the MRFF is to fund research directed to delivering improved health
and medical outcomes for all Australians”, Mr O’Shea said. “It will be interesting to see
how this manifests itself in practice.”

Bio-Melbourne Network
Bio-Melbourne Network chief executive officer Michelle Gallaher says the Fund “is great
for science but offers no advantage whatsoever for biotech development”.
“All of the commercialization programs have been axed ... [with] valuable industry
engagement platforms such as the Cooperative Research Centres and CSIRO losing a
huge proportion of funding support,” Ms Gallaher said.
Ms Gallaher said Australia was “set to become the medical research supermarket of the
world” with companies moving offshore for funding and commercialization.

Australian Private Equity & Venture Capital Association
The Australian Private Equity & Venture Capital Association says the Federal Budget has
abolished “key innovation industry programs”.
Avcal chief executive Yasser El-Ansary said that “everyone was expecting to see plenty of
short-term pain for businesses in this budget - and that’s exactly what we got”.
“But what we were also expecting to see ... was a plan which set out the longer-term
vision for what the Australian economy will look like in the next five or 10 years,” Mr ElAnsary said.
Avcal said that the Budget abolished key programs, “including the highly successful 15year old Innovation Investment Fund, as well as cuts to the research and development tax
system” and Mr El-Ansary said that abolishing the Innovation Investment Fund was “a
major set-back to Australia’s capacity to foster a stronger venture capital industry”.
Mr El-Ansary said that the Fund could support greater investment in biotechnology, but it
had to encompass a focus on commercialization as well as pure research.
Medicines Australia
Medicines Australia chief executive officer Dr Brendan Shaw said the Federal
Government had honored the investment in the PBS and it was “pleasing that savings
generated in the health portfolio will go back into medical research”.
“The new Medical Research Future Fund will be a positive step forward and we are keen
to work with the Government to make this research fund a reality,” Dr Shaw said. “A
medical research fund in Australia will create an environment in public and private
research which can deliver the results that Australian patients deserve.”
Dr Shaw said that patient co-payments “may result in patients not filling their scripts and
that skipping medicines can lead to adverse patient outcomes and more costly medical
interventions, including hospital admissions, in future,” Dr Shaw said.
Cooperative Research Centre Association
Cooperative Research Centre Association chairman Tony Staley said that “every time we
have been reviewed in the past, we have shown that cooperative, large scale
collaboration with the end-users in the driver's seat is effective”
The CRC Association said the Budget included a cut to the CRC program of $80 million
over the forward estimates and the current round would not proceed.
The Association said the Government wanted to see effective applied research working
closely with industry and “no one is better positioned to deliver that than the CRCs”.
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